for the people of Jannah through which they will articulate their wish,
and the angels, doing their duty, will fulfill it every time. (Riih al-Ma'Zni
a n d Qurtubi) From that angle , we can also call the statement: subhanuka 'I-l&umma, a du'Z
Describing the second state of the life of the people of Jannah, it
was said:&P w,
(and their greeting therein will be "Salam"). In
customary usage, & (tahiyyah) is the word used to greet someone corning in or met elsewhere, for example ahlan wa sahlan, as the Arabs
say, or good morning, good evening, nice to see you, hello, hi as used in
English with varying degrees of formality or informality. This verse
tells us that the people of Jannah will be greeted with the word: salgm
from Allah Ta'ala or from the angels. It would mean, 'good news to you
that you now stand protected against everything painful or unpleasant.' This 'salam' greeting could also be from Allah Ta'alE Himself as in
SGrah YZ Sin: ,+:;,Cg 3$*& ("SalZm" [peace], a word from a merciful
Lord - 36:58). And it could also be from the angels as said elsewhere:
,99,,'9
$& i;;?l: y y $9.6 j:, ,,'.,
j&&
y
?
l
l
:j
"and angels will come to them from every gate [saying] 'salZmun 'alaikum' [may you be in peace and security]
- 13:23,24." By the way, there is no contradiction in the two sayings.
There could be the time when salam greeting comes directly from Allah
Ta'ala and there could be the time when it comes from the angels.
Though, the salam greeting is actually a du'a (prayer) in the mortal
world but, once in Jannah where one would have everything one needs
or wishes to have, therefore, this word will not retain its sense of
prayer there, instead, will become a complement of glad tidings. ( R U ~al-

,.&

*ar

Ma'ani)

.

Describing the third state of the life of the people of Jannah, it was
*
,, '',9
said: W
I t?,?u, d
l jT+$j>~'(And the end of their call will be, 'praise be
to Allah, the Lord 0; the worlds').
The essential aim of the statement is to indicate that the people of
Jannah, once there, will start knowing Allah Ta'ala better. The spiritual master ShahEbuddTn Suhrawardi, said, 'after having reached Jannah, the people of Jannah as a whole will be blessed with a station of
knowledge and wisdom which is occupied by 'Ulama in the mortal
world. The 'Ularna would rise to the station the prophets have here.
The prophets would rise to the station occupied by Sayyidna Muhamc &, the foremost among them in this world.
mad al-MustafE +, ~ j 1111

And he, blessings and peace on him, will occupy the highest station of
nearness to Allah in Jannah. It is possible that this may be the celebrated place called 'the praised station' (al-maqzm al-mahmiid), a place
referred to in the du'Z to be recited after adhzn where Muslims pray
that their prophet may be blessed with 'the praised station,' a prayer
he had himself taught them to make.
In short, the initial du'a of the people of Jannah will be: $1
(subhiinaka '1-lzhumma: Pure are You, 0 Allah) and the last d u ' i will
be: @I' s;&'&i(alhamdu
li '1-lzhi rabbi 7-'alamin: praise be to Allah,
Lord of the worlds). Pointed to here are two kinds of attributes of Allah Ta'ala. One: The attributes of being the most exalted which show
that He is free from and beyond any shortcoming or evil. Two: The attributes of being the noblest which show honor, greatness, magnanimity and perfection. In the last verse of Surah ar-Rahman both kinds
'1>9'"
J
' (Blessed is the name
$2
have been named by saying: r!&ij$$~ 6 )$J
of your Lord, the Possessor-par-Excellence of Majesty and Honor 55:78). If we were to ponder a little, we will see that absolute purity of
Allah Ta'ala forms part of His attribute of Majesty. And that He deserves being praised is one of His attributes of Honor. Since the attributes of Majesty and Honor follow in that order, therefore, the people of
J a n n a h will first recount His Majesty by saying: s u b h i n a k a '1lzhumma: Pure are You, 0 Allah. Then, they will mention the words:
@I'
(alhamdu li 7-lLhi rabbi 7 - h l a m b : Praise be to Allah,
Lord of the worlds) being a tribute to His Honor, something they are
engaged in all the time.

+;&ai

And according to the natural order of these three states, when the
people of Jannah will say subhznaka '1-l&umma, in response to which,
they will receive the greeting of salzm from Allah Ta'ala, as a result of
,~* 991J,'# I (praise be to Allah, the Lord of the
which, they will say:
,
worlds). (RUh al-Ma'iini)
"J

"

Injunctions and Rulings
Al-Qurtubi has said in Ahkim al-Qur'an: According to this conduct
of the people of Jannah, Sunnah in eating and drinking, and in
everything else we do, is that one starts with Bismillih and ends a t
Alhamdulill&. The Holy Prophet +, &A dl& said, 'It is liked by Allah
Ta'Zla that His servant, when he eats or drinks something, starts with

Bismillah

($5;).

( h ,~
+I

and, when he is finished with it, says Al-hamdulillah7

It is recommended (mustahabb) that a person making d u ' a also
,4,
says: @'I+;$,~LI bj ~$j>~'j'(and our prayer a t the end is that praise be
to Allah, Lord of the worlds) a t the end of it. Al-Qurtubi adds to that by
saying: Along with it, it is better to also recite the following last verses
of S i r a h As-Saffgt:
9
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Pure is your Lord, Lord of all might, above from what they ascribe
to Him. And saliim (peace and security) be on the Messengers. And
praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds - 37:180-182.

Verses 11 - 17

And if Allah were to hasten in sending evil to the people, as they hasten in seeking good, their time would
have been all over. So, We leave those, who do not believe in meeting Us, wandering blindly in their rebellion. [ I l l
And when hardship hits a person, he prays to Us lying
or sitting or standing. Later, when We remove from
him the hardship, he walks away as though he had never prayed to Us in any hardship that hit him. This is
how their deeds appear beautified to the transgressors.
[I21

And indeed We have destroyed generations before you
when they transgressed, while their Messengers came
to them with clear signs. And they were not the ones to
believe. This is how We punish the guilty people. [13]
Then We made you vice-regents on the earth, so that
we see how you would act. 1141
And when Our verses are recited to them in all their
clarity, say those who do not believe in meeting Us,
"Bring a Qzir'an other than this, or make changes in it."
Say, "It is not for me to make changes in it on my own. I
follow nothing but what is revealed to me. I fear, if I
disobey my Lord, the punishment of a terrible day." [I51
Say, "Had Allah so willed, I would have not recited it to
you, nor would He have let you know it. Then, I have
lived among you for years before it. Have you, then, no
sense?" [16]
So, who is more unjust than the one who coins a lie
against Allah or belies His signs? The fact is that the
guilty do not succeed. [I71

Commentary
The first of the seven verses cited above relates to people who deny
'zkhirah (Hereafter, life to come). For this reason, when they are
warned against the punishment of 'Akhirah, they mockingly say, 'if
you are telling the truth, bring this punishment now' or say something
like, 'why would this punishment not come soon enough?' This was like
what Nadr ibn Harith had said, '0 Allah, if this thing is true, let
stones rain down upon us from the heavens, or send some other severe

punishment.'
It has been answered in the same verse by saying that Allah Ta'ZlZ
is, after all, powerful over everything. He can send the promised punishment instantly, right now. But, in His infinite wisdom and mercy,
He prefers not to do so. When people like these wish to have evil and
hardship sent upon them, they do not realize what they were doing.
Had Allah Ta'ZlZ been granting their curses on themselves as soon as
they wished - similar to how He would answer their positive prayers
fairly often - all of them would have been destroyed to the last man.
From here we learn that it is the customary practice of Allah Ta'Zla
that He would answer prayers for one's good fairly often and if, on one
or the other occasion, a prayer is not answered due to some wise consideration, it would not be contrary to the general rule. But, the case of
a person who, because of his ignorance, or anger, or grief, falls into the
error of hurling on himself or his family a curse in the fair name of
prayer is different. Similar to this is the unfortunate one who invites
Divine punishment, due against those who reject the truth of a Hereafter, to fall on him, as if playing a game with God. Allah Ta'ala does
not accept these prayers promptly, instead, gives them respite so that
the denier gets the time to think and abstain from his denial. Or, if the
curse has been invoked because of some sudden grief, anger or desperation, then one gets the lease of time to sort out his conduct, avoid
what is bad about it and try to stay away from it thereafter.
Ibn Jarir on the authority of Qatadah and al-Bukhari and Muslim
on the authority of Mujahid report that, a t this place, the invoking of
curse refers to what an angry person sometimes does when he breaks
into supplicating adversely to the effect that his children, wealth or
property be destroyed. Even if the person were to blurt out words of
curse on these, it will stand included therein. Allah Ta'Zla, in His infinite mercy, does not hasten to answer such prayers. Imam al-Qurtubi,
on the authority of a Hadith narrative, reports that the Holy Prophet
+, & &I& said, 'I have prayed to Allah jalla thanauh imploring Him
not to answer the curse invoked by a friend or relative upon another
friend or relative.' Shahr ibn Hawshab says, 'I have read that angels
appointed to take care of human needs have been instructed by Allah
Ta'alZ , in His mercy, that they should not write down what His servant says in grief or anger.' (Qurtubi)

Despite what has been said here, there are occasions when comes
that moment of Divine approval in which what one is saying on the
spot gets to be accepted instantly. Therefore, the Holy Prophet &I
+, L ~ Ssaid, 'never pray that evil may fall on your children or things
you own - lest, that time be the time the prayer is to be accepted - and
the curse so invoked may stand answered (and activated) all of a sudden (causing you remorse afterwards).' This Hadith on the authority of
Sayyidna JZbir L L JJI
~ dJ
appears in the Sahih of Muslim under the
event of the battle of Buwgt.
The outcome of all these Hadith reports is as follows. As obvious,
the main address in the verse under reference concerns the deniers of
'Akhirah who demanded a n instant punishment. But, in view of its
universality, it includes Muslims as well, who may also break into invoking a curse on themselves or on their belongings and children under some fit of grief or anger. Such is the customary practice of Allah
Ta'ala, because of His grace and compassion, that he deals with both of
them in the same manner. He does not allow such invocations for curses to be actualized and implemented instantly so that the erring person gets the opportunity to think it out and rescind.
An eloquent approach has been made in the second verse (12) to
convince those who denied that Allah was One (Tauhid)and that there
was a life to come ('Bhirah). It was said: When conditions are normal,
people would find time to engage in debating the nature and existence
of God and the Hereafter. They would feel free to ascribe all sorts of
partners and associates to His pristine divinity and look forward to
them in the hope that they would respond a t their hour of need. But,
as soon as some major distress overtakes them, even these very people, disappointed by the entire range of their false gods they pinned
their hopes on, do nothing but call Allah for help, not simply once but
repeatedly, lying, sitting, standing. They have no choice. They must invoke Him for help. However, along with this attitude, certainly terrible is their ingratitude. When Allah TaC& removes their distress, they
forget all about Him becoming so disconnected and indifferent to Him
as if they had never called Him and never sought His help in their
hour of need. This tells us that those who associate anyone or anything
else with Allah Ta'alii in His exclusive domain as the Dispenser of all
that is needed by His creation do themselves get to experience the

demolition of this belief of theirs. But, because of their hostility and
obstinacy, they keep glued to their false notion.
The subject of verse 12 has been emphasized from a different angle
in verse 13. It has been said: Let no one miscalculate that punishment
cannot come in this world just because Allah Ta'ElE gives respite to
those who deny and disbelieve. The history of past peoples shows that
different kinds of punishments have visited them because of their contumacy and disobedience right here in this world. It is a different matter that Allah Ta'alZ has promised that no mass punishment will come
upon the Muslim ummah in consideration of the honor of Sayyidni
Muhammad al-Mustafi ,A, L-Jt &I&.,
the foremost among prophets.
But, it is in the face of this very merciful indulgence of Almighty Allah
that people have become audacious enough to come forward and invite,
even demand, Divine punishment. On the contrary, it is necessary to
remember that indifference to Divine punishment is not proper under
any condition even for them (Muslims). The reason is that the promise of
not sending mass punishment upon the Muslim ummah, or the world
as a whole, certainly stands there, but the coming of such punishment
on particular individuals and nations is possible even now.

&,
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In verse 14, it was said: &i5 A&?
?&f&
,
&SI f LlLCLv (Then
We made you vice-regents on the earth, in order to see how you would
act), that is, 'after the destruction of past peoples, We made you successors to them giving you the vice-regency of the earth. But, let this
not give you any false idea that this vice-regency of the earth has been
given to you so that you could have a good time. In fact, this honor has
been bestowed on you to test you and to see how you would act - would
you learn your lesson from the history of past peoples or would you
lose your head drunk with power and wealth?'
/
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This tells us that worldly power is not something to be proud of or
arrogant about. This is responsibility a t its toughest, a charge very
heavy and very fragile to handle.
In the last three verses (15-17), there is the refutation of a false notion entertained by the deniers of 'Akhirah and also the rejection of a n
inappropriate request made by them. They were a people who did not
know much about God or Revelation or Prophets sent by Him. They
took them to be like common human beings having nothing special
about them. Think of the Holy Qur'an, which reached the world

through the Prophet of Islam. Even this, they thought, was spoken
and written by him. It was under this frame of mind that they told the
cjs dl &, 'as for this Qur'an, it is against our beliefs
Holy Prophet
and ideas.' These idols our forefathers have been worshipping since
ever as providers of their needs are, according to the Qur'an, totally
false and ineffectual. There are things we have been using and transactions we have been making all along. The Qur'Zn says that they are
all unlawful. And then, the Qur'an tells us that we have to live again
after we are dead and that we have to account for everything we have
done. All these things make no sense to us. We are not ready to accept
them. Therefore, you do one of the two things we are asking you to do.
Either you replace this one with another Qur'an which does not have
these things, or a t the least, amend this very Qur'an and expunge
those (undesirable) things from there.'

+,

Rejecting their false notion first, the Qur'an instructs the Holy
Ljs &I& to tell those people that the Qur'En was not his
Prophet
Word, nor could he change it on his own. He only followed what was
revealed to him by Allah. If he were to make the least change in it on
his own and by his choice, he would be committing a grave sin, and
that he feared the punishment that falls upon those who disobey Allah, therefore, he could not do that.

+,

Then he was asked to tell them that he did everything under Divine orders. Had it been the will of Allah Ta'ala that this Word should
not be recited to them, neither would he have recited that to them, nor
would He have let them know about that. Now that it was the very
will of Allah Ta'alE that they should be made to listen to precisely that
Word, who can dare make any addition or deletion therein?
After that, the fact that the Qur'an was from Allah and that it was
..,'.P
His Word was driven home with an open argument by saying:
AG
4
I+999+,(Then
I have lived among you for years before it). In effect,
he was saying, 'just think for a moment. Is it not that, much before the
revelation of the Qur'an, I have spent a long period of forty years of my
life among you? During this period, you have never heard me composing and reciting poetry or writing essays in prose. Had I been proficient in saying something like this Word of Allah, I would have naturally said a t least some of it during this period of forty years. In
addition to that, you have a direct experience of my character and con-

+

+
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duct, particularly of my truth and honesty, during these long forty
years of my life among you. You know that I have never lied then. How
and why would I start lying now after all those forty years?' This clearly proves that the Holy Prophet +, & AI & is true and trustworthy.
Whatever there is in the Qur'an is the Word of Allah Ta'ala and has
come from Him.

Important Note
No doubt, this argument of the Qur'an provides a perfect proof of
its veracity as the Word of Allah. But, it has also given us a standing
rule of conduct in matters of common interest where we must be able
to separate the genuine from the counterfeit and the true from the
false. When an office or rank of responsibility has to be given to a person, it becomes necessary to assess the qualification and capability of
the incumbent. To do that, the best rule is to go through the record of
his past life. If the person concerned is found to be true and trustworthy, the same can be expected from him in the future as well. And if,
there is no evidence to prove his honesty and truth in that person's
past life, trusting him for the future just because of what he says or
claims is not a wise thing to do. In our time, finding the right person
for an office of responsibility has become a nightmare. All sorts of errors (of intent, background research and decision making) are being
committed and errors are compounded by widespread disorders (in social and governmental institutions). The real reason why all this is
happening is the abandonment of this natural principle in favor of
what is customary, formal (or straight dishonest).
The last verse (17) emphasizes the subject conclusively by warning
that attributing any statement to Allah Ta'ala that was not His Word,
or denying what actually was, were crimes deserving severe punishment.

Verses 18 - 20

And they worship, besides Allah, what can neither
harm them, nor benefit them, and they say, "These are
our intercessors with Allah." Say, "Are you informing
Allah of what He does not know to exist in the heavens
or on the earth?" Pure is He, and far higher than their
ascribing of partners to Him. [I81
And people were but one community; later, they differed. But for a word from your Lord that had already
come, there would have come a decision between them
on what they used to differ. [I91
And they say, "Why is it that no sign has been sent
down to him from his Lord?" Say, "The Unseen is only
for Allah. So, wait. I am waiting with you." [201

Commentary
Disbelievers and Believers are two separate nationalities:
Nationality based on race and country is absurd
The statement: $&~$%f&tl
$? (And people were but one community)
in verse 19 means that the progeny of SayyidnE Adam r~~ 4was essentially a single community of monotheists in the earlier stages of
man's presence in the world. Shirk and Kufr were unknown a s such.
Then came up difference in the principle of pure monotheism t h a t divided human beings in different nations and groups of people.
How long this period of a single community of believers last? Original sources of Islamic Tradition tell us that this situation prevailed up
to the time of Sayyidna NGh (Noah). It was during his time that Shirk
and Kufr showed up and he was the one who had to confront it first.
(Tafsir Mazhari)

Then, it is also obvious that there is a long period of time between
Sayyidna Adam and Sayyidna N$ r~~ i j s , may peace be on them
both. Human race had multiplied and population had spread out in
the world. The presence of differences in color, ethnicity and social life
styles was natural. That people had spread themselves out in different
regions would have certainly generated differences on the basis of

country and homeland. Then, it is also possible that spoken languages
may have become somewhat different. But, the Holy Qur'an did not allow these natural genealogical or tribal differences or those of color
and country to become impediments to the grand design of one corn- munity. In fact, it did not declare the progeny of Sayyidna Adam &
r%.tI to be different nations and communities because of these differences. Instead, it gave them the status of one community.
Of course, when Kufr and Shirk spread out and posed a threat to
'Iman or true belief, KZfirs and Mushriks were declared to be a separate community of people as indicated in: 1$6 (later, they differed).
>9 9 ,
9 , / rr,,
G
&+I
$ (It is He
Another verse of the Holy Qur'an: %g+j$
- , ,s+
who created you; yet there is among you a disbeliever and there is
among you a believer - At-taghabun, 6 4 : ~ )makes it more explicit. It tells
that the thing that separates the progeny of Sayyidna Adam rK-rl&
created by Allah into different peoples is the deviation from 'Iman and
Islam. Bonds of lineage or country do not make people separate.
Bracketing human beings into different groups on the basis of language, homeland, color or race is ignorance dished out in the garb of
enlightenment. It is new. But everything new is not necessarily true
and wise. In fact, it might as well be the exact opposite of what is wise.
Today, there are many educated people who have also fallen into the
trap of this narrow concept of nationalism based on the factors enumerated above. Unfortunately, this approach towards ordering the social life of human beings is fraught with seeds of countless unseen disasters. May Allah keep Muslims safe from its evil effects.
Verses 21 - 24

He is the One who enables you to travel on land and at
sea, until when you are in the boats and they sail with
those on board under a good wind and they are pleased
with it, there comes upon them a violent wind, and the
wave comes upon them from many sides. And (when)
they think that they are encircled, they pray to Allah,
having faith in Him alone, (and say,) "If You deliver us
from this, we shall be grateful indeed." [22]
But when He delivers them, they at once start rebelling
on the earth wrongfully. 0 people, your rebellion is, in
fact, against your own selves. (It is nothing but) an
enjoyment of the worldly life. Therefore, to Us you are
to return, then We shall tell you what you have been
doing. [23]
The example of worldly life is just like the water We
sent down from the heavens, then the vegetation of the
earth, eaten by men and cattle, until when the earth
took on its ornament and was fully adorned, and its
people thought that they had control over it, Our
command came to it at night or by day, and We turned
it into a stubble, as if it had not been there a day
earlier. This is how We elaborate the verses for a
people who reflect. [241

Commentary
I

The word:
(rnakr) used in verse 21: 1% [ ; l i ~ l $ (Say, "Allah is
more swift in making plans") means secret plan or move that could be
good or bad. Wherever this word has become a part of the local language, care should be taken that it is not rendered as 'deception'. For
instance, in Urdu, the original language of this Commentary, it means
just this. It is obvious that Allah Ta'ala is free from it.'
p
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The warning given in verse 23: +I
$
li!(your rebellion is, in
fact, against your own-selves) tells us that the curse of injustice is certain and, much before matters are settled in the Hereafter, one who is
guilty of doing injustice must suffer from its evil consequences in this
world as well.
has said: ' Allah Ta'ala hastens to
The Holy Prophet +, & &I
repay mercy shown to relatives and favor done to people (whereby its
blessings start becoming visible in this world, much before the Hereafter). And He also hastens to repay injustices done and relationships
severed (in that its consequences have to be faced within the life of
this world).' (Reported by Tirmidhi and Ibn MajZh with a hasan chain of narrators)
In another Hadith narrated by Sayyidah 'A'ishah
dl &J, the Holy
said, 'there are three sins the curse whereof falls
Prophet +, +& I &
on the sinner himself: Injustice, breach of trust and deception.'
(Reported by Abi ash-Shaykh and Ibn Mardiwayh in Tafsir) (See Mazhari)

Verses 25 - 32

1. The English language has no such problems as the open sense of m a k r can be
transmitted through 'plan' or 'move' (Translator)
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And Allah invites (people) to the Abode of Peace and
brings whom He wills to a straight path. [25]
For those who do good there is the best, and something
more, and neither darkness nor disgrace shall cover
their faces. Those are the people of Paradise. Therein
they shall live forever. [261
As for those who commit evils, the recompense of each
evil shall be similar to that evil, and disgrace shall cover them. For them, there is none to save from Allah.
Their faces seem to be covered with layers of a dark
night. Those are the people of the Fire. Therein they
shall live forever. [27]
And (forget not) the Day We shall gather them together,
then We shall say to those who associated partners
with Allah, "Wait in your place, you and your associategods." Then We shall cause a split between them, and
their associate-gods will say, "It was not us that you
worshipped. [281 So, Allah is enough as witness between
us and between you. We were certainly unaware of
your worship." [29]
Thereupon, everyone shall assess what one sent ahead,
and they will be sent back to Allah, their true Lord, and
lost to them shall be what they used to coin. [301

Say, "Who gives you sustenance from the heavens and
the earth? Or, who controls the (powers of) hearing
and seeing? And who brings forth the living from the
dead, and brings forth the dead from the living? And
who manages everything?"They will say, "Allah."Then,
(you) say, "Would you not, then, fear Allah?"[311
So, that is Allah, your Lord in truth. And what is there,
after truth, but error? Where, then, are you being diverted? [32]

Commentary
In the previous verse (24), the transitory nature of worldly life was
likened to a field. Water came from the heavens and it became verdant
with flowers and fruits and crops. Growers were happy to presume
that this will take care of everything they needed. But, because of
their acts of disobedience, some unforeseen Divine punishment descended during the time of the night or day. Everything stood wiped
off - as if nothing had existed there. This was the state of worldly life.
After that comes a description of the life-to-come as it would be (25).
It was said: &91,1i~!@i:hij
,
,
(And Allah invites [people] to the
Abode of Peace). It means a Home where absolute and eternal peace
reigns, a Home that has neither pain and sorrow, nor the danger of
disease, nor the concern of adverse change or sudden extinction.
'Daru 's-Salzm' means the Jannah or Paradise. One reason why it
has been called DZru 's-Salam is that everyone will have ideal peace
and security there. The second reason appears in some reports from
Hadith. They say that Jannah has been given the name of Daru 'sSalZm also because its dwellers shall always be receiving SalZm greetings from Allah Ta'ala, and from the angels as well. In fact, the word:
SalZm would itself be a sort of technical keyword used by the people of
Jannah to express their wishes which the angels would fulfill. For details, please see the commentary on verse 10.
While explaining this verse, YahyG ibn Mu'adh has given some
man-to-man advice to whomsoever it may reach:
'0 son of Adam! Allah Almighty invited you to the Home of
Peace (Dgru 's-Salam).When and from which country would

you take that right step in response to this Divine call? Understand, and mark it well. If you have started making efforts
to say yes to this invitation (from your Lord) while you are

still here in this world, you will succeed. You will reach the
Home of Peace. And if you wasted the years of your life here,
then landed in your grave, and then thought of following this
call, you will be stopped. You will not move from there, not
even one step - because, the place where you are is no Home
of Deeds (DGu 'I-'Amal).'

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas r ; JJI
~
said, 'DZru 's-Salam is one
of the seven names of Jannah.' (Tafsir al-Qurtubi)
&J

This tells us that it is not proper to name a house in this world as
Dgru 's-Salam. Similarly, it is also not correct to give it names like
Jannah or Firdaus (Paradise).
After that, it was said in the cited verse: @
~!?&fj.
5jCCi (and
'
He brings whom He wills to a straight path - 25). The sense is that the
invitation to the Abode of Peace (Daru 's-SaLZm) is universal, open to
all human beings and, in terms of this sense, guidance too is open to
all. But, there is a kind of guidance that is special. Here, a seeker is
made to stand on the straight path and given the ability to move
ahead on course. This is TaufTq a t its best. Only fortunate people are
blessed with it.
8,

Compared in the first two verses (24,251 were the two Abodes of the
present world and the world-to-come. Mention was also made of the
states in which their dwellers were. The next four verses (26-29) describe the reward and punishment of both. Taken up first were the
people of Paradise. About them it was said that those who opted for
good, the greatest good was that of 'ImZn (belief and faith) supplemented by staunch adherence to al-'amalu 's-Saih(good deeds). They will
have the best of returns for what they do, not simply what is coming to
them as due, but much more than it.

+,JJI &
The tafsE of this verse was given by the Holy Prophet ,&
himself. He explained it by saying, 'at this place, &I
: a l - h u s n z the
(ziyadah: something
best [of return] means Jannah (Paradise) and
more) means the visit to the most exalted Allah with which the people
of Jannah shall be honored. (Tafsir al-Qurtubi on the authority of Sayyidna Anas
L;S

dl +),

As for the reality of Paradise, this much every Muslim knows that
it is a place of bliss beyond human imagination now. And as for the
visit to Allah Ta'Elii, that is far superior to whatever blessings there

are.
According to a narration of Sayyidni Suhayb u &IdJappearing in
has been reported
the Sahih of Muslim, the Holy Prophet +, I_jt JJI
to have said, 'when the people of Jannah would have entered Jannah,
Allah Ta'ala will address them: "Do you need anything? If so, tell Us.
We shall fulfill it." The people of Jannah will submit: "You made our
faces radiant with delight. You let us be in Jannah. You delivered us
from Jahannam. What else can we ask for?" That will be the time
when the hijzb obstructing the view in between will be removed. The
people of Jannah, one and all, will be blessed with seeing their true
Lord. They will then discover that this was a blessing far more sublime than all other blessings of Jannah, something they had not even
thought about, something the Lord of all the worlds bestowed upon
them without their having to ask for it simply out of His infinite affection and mercy!'
Then, the text describes the state of the same people of Jannah by
saying that their faces will remain free of any effects of distaste, pain
or sorrow, nor will they have to be worried about any disgrace. These
are conditions everyone faces in the mortal world one or the other time
- and those who go to Jahannam will face it in the Hereafter.
In contrast, the state of the people of Jahannam has been described by saying that those who came with evil deeds in their record
will have a n equal return for each evil without any increase in it. They
will have disgrace all over them. There will be no one to save them
from the punishment of Allah. Dark will be their faces, so dark as if
layers upon layers of a night have covered them up.
In the two verses (27,28) appearing next, there is a dialogue between
the people of Jahannam and the idols or satans who had led them
astray. The locale will be the plain of Resurrection. It was said: On
that day, We shall gather everyone. Then, to the Mushriks We shall
say that, 'you and your gods whom you had associated with Us in Our
divinity stay in your places where you are, so that you can find out the
reality of your conviction.' After that, the connection between these
people ana their so-called gods as it existed in the mortal world will be
disconnected. The result will be that their idols will speak up: 'you
never worshipped us.' Making Allah their witness, they will say, 'as for
us, we were certainly unaware of your worship' - because we have no

senses, no movement and no intelligence to understand these matters.
Described in the sixth verse (30) is what would happen to both the
peoples of Jannah and Jahannam by saying that, in this excruciating
place called the plains of Resurrection, everyone would have assessed
his or her respective deeds, individually and personally, whether they
were beneficial or harmful. And they all would then be taken to their
true Lord, the only One worthy of worship. At that time, all options of
trust and support one usually looks up to will stand terminated. Even
the idols the Mushriks used to take as their patrons and intercessors
will evaporate in thin air en-block.
In the seventh and the eighth verses (31,321, the Holy Qur'an has, in
its typically wise and patronizing manner, beamed a few questions a t
the Mushriks to help them regain their sanity. Addressing the Holy
Prophet +, &A &I A,
it was said that he should ask these people: Who
gives you sustenance from the heavens and the earth? Who is the master-controller of your ears and eyes in that you hear and see a s He
wills and you do not if He wills otherwise? Who brings forth the living
from the dead, such as vegetation and trees from the soil? Or, who
brings forth humans and animals from the sperm, or a bird from an
egg? And who brings forth the dead from the living, such as a lifeless
sperm from humans and animals? And who is it that plans and manages the affairs of the whole universe?
After that, it was said when these questions will be addressed to
them, all of them would say that all these things were created by One
Allah! Then, the Holy Prophet +, L+&I
was to ask them: Why
then, would you not fear Allah? When you know that it is Allah alone
who creates, sustains and manages everything, why do you have to
take someone else other than Him as deserving of your devotion and
obedience?
99
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In the concluding verse (321, it was said: $!$I
(So, that is Allah, your Lord in truth. ~ h what
d
is there, after
truth, but error?), that is, 'this is the Sacred Being whose attributes of
perfection have just been mentioned. Once you have found the Truth,
there remains nothing else to find except error and straying. In other
words, once it stands proved that Allah Ta'alG is the only true and
rightful object of worship, it is terribly senseless to abandon this truth
and allow yourself to be diverted elsewhere.

'&I

Skrah Yknus : 10 : 33 - 36

544

Av important note
In relation to issues of religious beliefs embedded in this verse, it
'I
$$I iL:ik (What is
must be borne in mind that the statement: &
there, after truth, but error?) proves that there is no intermediary link
between truth and error. What is not the truth will be included in
error and straying. There can be no such thing that is neither truth
nor error. And it is also not possible that two opposite things could be
the truth. This is a n established rule in the sight of the majority of
scholars in the Muslim Ummah. However, difference exists among
'Ulama' regarding minor and subsidiary juristic issues. In the view of
some of them, both sides would be considered a s on t r u t h in
Ijtihad-based issues and, according to the majority of them, there is
consensus on the view t h a t the taking of contra-position in
Ijtihad-based problems cannot be termed as error and straying.

Verses 33 - 36

This is how the Word of your Lord that they will not believe is established against those who sinned. [331
Say, "Is there any one from your associate-gods who
originates the creation, then brings it again? Where
then, are you being turned away?" [341 Say, "Is there
any one from your associate-gods who guides to the
truth?" Say, "Allah guides to the truth. Is, then, He who
guides to the truth more worthy of being obeyed, or he
who has no guidance unless he is guided? So, what 5s
the matter with you? How do you judge things? [351

And most of them follow nothing but conjecture. Surely, conjecture does not suffice against the truth in any
way. Certainly, Allah is fully aware of what they do. [36]

Verses 37 - 40

And this Qur'gn is not such as could be made by someone other than Allah, but it is a confirmation of what
has been before it, and an elaboration of what is written. There is no doubt in it. It is from the Lord of the
worlds. [37]
Or, do they say that he has made it up? Say, "Then,
bring a Siirah like it, and call whomsoever you can besides Allah, if you are true." [381
But they have belied something of which they had no
comprehensive knowledge, while its implications have
not yet come to them. Likewise belied those before
them. So, look how was the fate of the unjust. [391 And
among them there are those who believe in it, and
among them there are others who do not believe in it.
And your Lord has the best knowledge about the mischief-makers. [401

Verses 41 - 44

And if they belie you, say, "For me, my deed, and for
you, your deed. You are not accountable for what I do
and I am not accountable for what you do." [411
And among them there are those who listen to you.
Would you, then, make the deaf hear, even when they
lack understanding? [42] And among them there are
those who look at you. Would you, then, guide the blind
even when they have no insight? [431
Surely, Allah does not do wrong to people at all, but the
people do wrong to their own selves. [441

Verses 45 - 56

And the Day when He will gather them, (they will feel)
like they had not stayed for any longer than a fraction
of a day as they will recognize each other. Losers, indeed, are those who deny that they will ever face Allah,
and they are not on the right path. [451
So, no matter whether We show you some of what We
warn them of, or We take you back to Us (before it), in
any case, they have to return to Us. Then, Allah is witness to what they do. 1461
And for every people there is a messenger. So, when
their messenger comes, the matter will be decided between them with justice, and they shall not be
wronged. [47]
And they say, "When will this promise be (fulfilled) if
you are true?" [481 Say, "I have no power to bring a
harm or a benefit to myself, except what Allah wills.
For every people there is an appointed time. When
their time comes, they will not be late for a moment,
nor will they be earlier. [491
Say, "Just tell me, if His punishment befalls you at
night or by day, what is there in it that the sinners
wish to come soon? [SO]
Is it then when it befalls you that you will believe in it?
Now (you believe)? And you have been asking for it to
come sooner!" [511
Then it will be said to the unjust, "Taste the punishment lasting for ever. You shall not be punished except
for what you have been earning." [521
And they want you to tell them whether it is true. Say,
"Yes, by my Lord, it is true. And you cannot frustrate
(His plan)." [531

And if anyone who did wrong possesses all that there is
on earth, he would ransom himself with it. And they
will conceal their remorse when they will see the punishment. And the matter will be decided between them
with justice and they will not be wronged. [541
Look! To Allah belongs all that there is in the heavens
and the earth. Look! Allah's promise is certainly true,
but most of them do not know. [551
He gives life and brings death, and to Him you shall be
returned. [561

Commentary

~55;-

In verse 45, it was said:
(they will recognize each other),
that is, when the dead will be raised from their graves, they will recognize each other as if not much time had passed when they met last.
Imam al-Baghawi said: This recognition will be possible during the
early stage. Later, when the horrendous happenings of the Qiyamah,
the Day of Doom, will unfold, this ability to recognize each other will
stand disabled. According to some other narrations, the ability to recognize each other will, though, still remain, but such will be the awe of
the situation that they will be unable to say anything. (Mazhari)
,1;!$(1t means: 'Would you beIt was said in verse 51: $iiZyi ?!, ,C~JL
,,4

lieve when Divine punishment actually descends down upon you whether a t the time of death, or even before it? But, a t that time, the
- response to your believing will be: dl:('al'an: now?) meaning: Is it now
that you have come to believe while the time of believing has already
s - p-1
l,,
passed? This is similar to what the Pharaoh said while drowning: ,cl
"
r
,
,,,,.j.*
&:i,d,h%-I
5+1~!1!4 ("I believe that there is no god except the One in
whom the Children of IsrG'Il believe - 10:90).In answer, it was said: $7
('Zl'zn: now?) and this believing by him was not accepted. In Hadith,
the Holy Prophet
& & has said, 'Allah Ta'ala keeps accepting
the repentance of His servant until he is seized by the agony of death.'
It means that believing and repenting a t the time of the agony of
death is not credible in the sight of Allah. Similarly, in the mortal
world, Taubah (repentance) could be accepted if done before the actual
falling of the Divine punishment. Once the punishment strikes, Taubah is not accepted. The event related to the people of Sayyidna Yunus
U
,I
*-j, going to appear towards the end of the SGrah in which their
/

/

+,

Taubah was accepted falls under this very rule. They had seen the
punishment coming from a distance. Moved earnestly, weeping and
wailing, they made their Taubah in all sincerity. Therefore, the punishment was withdrawn. Had it struck them, their Taubah would have
remained unaccepted.

Verses 57 - 61

0 men, there has come to you an advice from your
Lord, and a cure for what is in your hearts, and guidance and mercy for the believers. [571
Say, "With the grace of Allah and with His mercy" with these they should rejoice. It is far better than
what they accumulate. [581
Say, "Tell me, whatever provision Allah has sent down
for you, you have made out from it lawful and unlawful." Say, "Has Allah permitted you or are you fabricating a lie on Allah?" [591
And what is the assumption of those who fabricate a lie
on Allah (about) the Day of Doom? Surely, Allah is all
gracious to people, but most of them are not grateful.
[601

And in whatever condition you are, and whatever portion of the Qur'in you recite therein, and whatever
work you (all) do, We are present before you when you
are involved in it. And hidden from your Lord is nothing even to the measure of a particle on the earth or in
the heavens. And there is nothing smaller or greater
that is not there in the clear Book. [611

Commentary
Previous verses described how astray the disbelievers and polytheists had gone and what punishments had become due against them in
the Hereafter.
Shown to them in the first two verses was the way out of their living in error and also the source through which they would find deliverance from the punishment of the Hereafter. And that source is Qur'En,
the Book of Allah, and His Messenger, Muhammad al-Mustafg &.
Both are great blessings for humanity, far superior to the entire
blessings of the heavens and the earth. Following the injunctions of
the Qur'an and the way of the Holy Prophet
+&I& go on to make
human beings human in the real sense - and when this human person
becomes the perfect man in the real sense, the whole world corrects
and reorders itself like a paradise on earth.

+,

The first (57) of the five verses cited above mentions four attributes
of the Holy Qur7En:
1. ADVICE as in iis;2'9&$(an advice from your Lord).

The real meaning of the word: A
,
.(maw'izah) and: liL, (wa'z) is to
delineate such things as would make one's heart soft and receptive. As
a result, it would incline towards Allah Ta'ElE. The barrier of heedlessness acquired from excessive indulgence in worldly life will stand removed. Ultimately, this advice would result in the flowering of a personal concern for what would happen in Akhirah, the life ahead. The
Holy Qur'En, from the beginning to the end, is an eloquent preacher of
this very good counsel. See anywhere, you will find promise with
warning, reward with punishment, and prosperity and success in Dunya and Akhirah with a corresponding fate due to error and straying.
Appearing recurrently in varying shades and blending, it generates a
powerful appeal which has the ability to make a heart stone-hard turn
soft and pliable like water all ready to absorb the message. Of course,

on top of everything, there is the miraculous diction of the Holy Qur'an
that, by itself, has a class of its own in the matter of reversal of hearts.
The complement of $2"'~(from your Lord) with
(advice) has
elevated the status of ~ u r < n i cadvice to a much higher level. It is telling us that this advice is not coming from a helpless human being that
does not hold the keys to anyone's profit and loss or reward and punishment, nor has any credibility of his own. Instead, the advice is from
the merciful Lord whose Word admits of no error, and whose promise
and warning too are free of any apprehension of some weakness or excuse.
2. CURE as in:&;,I

4ii,?&
(a cure for what is in your hearts).

.

The word: Ik: (shifa")means the removal of disease and: ,,L=
(sud Tr)
is the plural form of: .b ( s a d r ) which means the chest, and it signifies
the heart.
The sense is that the Holy Qur'an is a successful remedy of the diseases of the heart. It corrects and cures it as a prescription of legendary elixir would. The famous Hasan al-Basri said, 'from this attribute
of the Qur'an, we learn that it is a cure for the diseases of the heart
specifically, and not that of physical diseases. ( R i h al-Ma'ani)
But, other scholars have said that the Holy Qur'an is a cure for
every disease, whether spiritual or physical. However, spiritual diseases are far more harmful for men and women than physical diseases.
Then, the treatment of such diseases too is not in everyone's control.
Therefore, at this place, only spiritual diseases that relate to the heart
have been mentioned. From this it does not necessarily follow that it is
not a cure for physical diseases.
Hadith reports and countless experiments of the religious scholars
of the Muslim community are witnesses to the fact that the way the
Holy Qur'an is a great elixir for diseases of the heart, very similarly, it
is the best of treatments for physical diseases also.
As narrated by Sayyidna AbG Sa'id al-Khudri LLC AI &>, someone
and complained that he felt he had
came to Holy Prophet +, *jr AI
6-',
,
a chest problem. He said, 'recite the Qur'an, for Allah Ta'ala says: q<+
$1
4 that is, 'the Qur'an is a cure for all such diseases as are found
insides chests.' ( R i h al-Ma'anI from Ibn Mardiwayh)

Similarly, according to the narration of Sayyidna Withilah ibn
someone came to the Holy Prophet +, 4 JJI
Asqa' r;s JJI 2J,
and
said t h a t he had a throat problem. He told him the same thing - 'recite
the Qur'an'.
Scholars of the Muslim community have compiled the properties
and efficacies of the Qur'anic verses in regular books by extracting
these partly from narratives of Hadith and the sayings of the Sahabah,
and partly from their own experiments and experience. Imam alGhazali's work on 'Qur'anic Properties' is well known in this area.
Maulana Ashraf 'Ali ThanavT's "A'mal-i-Qur'anii, a n abridgement of
this work, h a s been popular among readers of Urdu for over fifty
years. Then, there are so many observations and experiments in this
field which prove that different verses of the Holy Qur'in have been a
total cure for physical diseases as well. Denying all of them is not possible. However, this much can be conceded that the real purpose of the
revelation of the Holy Qur'an is to remove the diseases of the heart
and soul while, a s a corollary, it is also the most effective treatment of
even physical diseases.
This also tells us t h a t those who recite the Holy Qur'an only to
treat physical diseases or to seek nothing but the fulfillment of worldly
needs are low in sense and high in waywardness. Such people never
bother to correct spiritual diseases, nor do they pay any heed to the
need of doing things in accordance with the instructions given by the
Qur'an. For such people, Iqbal said:

&&&I

&&l+,.Ajl
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Your gain from YZSlln is but that:
By reciting it, death becomes easy.
Though, he is suggesting, had you pondered over its meaning and
message, realities and insights, you would have gained much more of
its benefits and blessings.
Some research-oriented commentators who have gone deeper into
the meanings of the Qur'in have said that the first attribute of the
Qur'an, that is, A9 (maw'izah:advice, good counsel) relates to man's
obvious, outward or physically-accomplished deeds known a s the Shari'ah. The Holy Qur'an is the best source of the correction and better/* ,)?
ment of such deeds. Then, the second attribute: ?;SI
j u,. ll;l ( a cure for

what is in your hearts) relates to man's hidden, inward or heartoriented deeds known as Tariyah and Tasawwu,f.
3. GUIDANCE a s in: ;.u,

(and guidance).

The word: LJA(huda) means guidance or the showing of or leading
onto the way. The Holy Qur'an invites human beings to the way of
truth and faith. It invites them to ponder over the great signs Allah
Ta'ala has placed in the near and far ranges of the world, even inside
their own person, [staggering would certainly be the interior distances
of the universe within us] and recognize the creator and master of
everything.
4. MERCY a s in bz,, (and mercy for the believers).

,
+

In the second verse (581, it was said: ?&$ '-+z
I"GJJ&'
. , +S
+
;I
~i
,
,J,
jM(Say, "With the grace of Allah and with His mercy" - in these
they should rejoice. It is far better than what they accumulate). The
sense of the verse is that people should take only the grace and mercy
of Allah Ta'ala as the real thing to be delighted about and be pleased
with it. As for the short-lived worldly wealth, possession, comfort and
recognition, these are things not worth being happy about in the real
sense. Because, to start with, no matter how much one has, it turns
out to be not a s much a s one would have wished. It becomes a cycle
t h a t never ends. Then, there is that ever-lurking danger that it may
start declining any time. Therefore, a t the end of the verse, it was said:
5 u
(It is far better than what they accumulate). Thus, the
core of the meaning is that the grace and mercy of Allah is far better
than the layers upon layers of wealth and property and worldly recognition and power one accumulates as the sum-total of one's entire life.
I
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I
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Two things have been identified as a source of delight in this verse,
one being grace, and the other, mercy. What do these two mean here?
Regarding this, there is a Hadith from Sayyidna Anas u&I
where
it has been reported that the Holy Prophet +,&A rill
said, 'the 34;
:fadl (grace) of Allah denotes the Qur'an and: L-,: r a h m n h (mercy)
means t h a t you were blessed with the taufiq (ability) of reciting the
Qur'an and acting in accordance with it.' (Riih al-Ma'ani from Ibn Mardu&J

wayh)

The same thing has also been reported from Sayyidna Bar;' ibn
'Azib and Sayyidna AbG Sa'id al-Khudri *I
&I
while there are
&J

many commentators who say that fad1 (grace) means the Qur'an while
rahmah (mercy) signifies Islam. However, the sense remains the same
as given in the Hadith appearing earlier, that is, rahmah (mercy)
means that Allah Ta'ala taught us the Qur'an, gave us the taufiq to follow it practically, and that is what Islam is in reality.
And Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ td
l
t p
, narrates that fad1
means the Qur'an, and rahmah refers to the Holy Prophet L&dl&
+,. This interpretation finds support in the verse of the Holy Qur'an
where it is said:
;;'~'$!i&;iz; (And We have not sent you [O Muhammad] except as mercy for the worlds - 21:107). However, the outcome of this too is no different from the earlier tafsE - because, acting
in accordance with the ~ u r ' g n or
, Islam ultimately reverts to following
the lead given by the Holy Prophet +, 4.jt JJI & through his word and
deed.

w,
,,we

In this verse, the word: l $ a ( t h e y should rejoice) has appeared in
the third person in accordance with its well-known rendition (qirzah),
although its real addressees were those present there or were living at
that time. The exigency of the situation required that the form used
should have been that in the second person - as it does actually appear in some renditions. But, the wisdom behind the use of the third
person, as in the well-known rendition, is that the universal mercy of
the Holy Prophet +, i j c JJI A,
or Islam, was not restricted only to
those present there, or living a t that time. Instead, it included even
the generations that will be born right through the last day of
QiyGmah. (RGh al-Ma'ZnI)

Special Note
At this point it is worth our attention that there is another verse of
the Qur'an which, in terms of its outward literal sense, seems to indicate that this world is just no place for any highly stimulated expresJ
: ,r l *
sion of joy and merriment. It was said: &>I
l, j L c 3 Y (Do not ex,, +-Y d
ult. Indeed, Allah does not like the exultant - Al-Qasas 28:76). The word:
c p ; (la
~ tafrah) translated here as 'do not exult' means rejoicing in triumph or intoxication. But, in the verse under study (58), the command
to rejoice appears in the imperative mood. One answer for this seemingly apparent contradiction is that the place where rejoicing has been
prohibited is a place where rejoicing relates to the fleeting enjoyments
of the mortal world. And the place where rejoicing is commanded is a
9

9 d , ?

place where rejoicing is related to the grace and mercy of Allah Ta'ala.
Then, there is yet another difference here. Wherever rejoicing is prohibited, it does not refer to rejoicing in the absolute sense. Instead, it
means getting euphoric and intoxicated in exultation and rejoicing.
And wherever permitted, it means rejoicing in an absolute sense.
In the third verse (591, warning has been given to people who
introduce their personal opinion in the serious matter of Hala1 (lawful)
and Haram (unlawful). They would, a t will, declare something to be
Hala1 and dub something to be Haram - without any authority of the
Qur'an, and Sunnah. A severe warning of no less a punishment than
that of the day of Qiyamah has been given to those who commit this
crime (60). This tells us that the fact of something being HalZl or
Haram does not depend on human opinion. Instead of that, it is the
special right and prerogative of Allah Ta'Zla and His Messenger.
Without their injunctions, it is not permissible to call something either
Halal or Haram.
In the fifth verse (6l), mention has been made of the allencompassing knowledge of the most exalted Allah and its unmatched
multi-dimensional extensions. The address is to the Holy Prophet
+, ~ j 1111.
s He is being told that nothing he does by way of his work or
recital of the Qur'an remains hidden from Allah. Similarly, whatever
all human beings do remains before Him. And not even a single particle in the heavens and the earth is concealed from Him. Rather, everything is written in the clear Book, that is, the Preserved Tablet (allawh al-mahfiiz).
At this place, as it seems, the wisdom of describing the allencompassing nature of Divine knowledge is aimed at consoling the
Holy Prophet
& 1111
that his enemies cannot harm him in any
way for he was under the protection of Allah Ta'ala.

+,

Verses 62 - 64
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Listen, the friends of Allah shall have no fear nor shall
they grieve [621 - those who have believed and have
been fearful of Allah. [63] For them there is the good
news in the worldly life and in the Hereafter - there is
no change in the words of Allah - that is the great
achievement. [641

Commentary
In the verses cited above, particular merits, definition and identity
of the Auliys' of Allah have been mentioned. Also given there is good
news for them in the present world as well as in the Hereafter. The
text says that they will have no apprehensions of facing some unpleasa n t or unforeseen happening, nor will they grieve over the nonfulfillment of some objective. These Auliya" of Allah (men of Allah) will
be people who believed and remained pious, righteous and Godfearing. They are most welcome in this world and in the next world
both.
We have to consider three things a t this point:
1. What is the meaning of Auliya' of Allah having no fear and
grief?
2. What is the definition of Auliya' of Allah? How does one identify
them?

3. What does the good news given to them in Dunya and Akhirah
mean?

First of all, the Auliya' of Allah have no fear or grief. This could
possibly mean when they are admitted to their allocated place in Paradise, after having gone through the accounting of deeds in the Hereafter, they will stand delivered from fear and grief forever. They will
have no apprehension of any pain or anxiety nor will they have to
grieve for having lost something dear to them. Instead, the blessings of
Paradise will be everlasting. Given this sense, there is no difficulty in
rationalizing the subject of the verse. But, it does, however, raise a
question. If this be the case, it registers no peculiarity of the Auliyz' of
Allah. In fact, all people of Paradise who stand delivered from Hell will
be enjoying that very state of being. Yes, it can, then, be said that
those who ultimately reach Paradise will all be known as the Auliya' of
Allah invariably. No matter how different their deeds had been in the
mortal world but, once they have entered Paradise, all of them will be

counted among the Auliya' of Allah.
But, many commentators say that freedom from fear and grief with
which the Auliya' of Allah are blessed is common to the present world
and the Hereafter both. The thing unique about the Auliya' of Allah is
that they remain protected from fear and grief even in the present
world, and that they will have no fear and grief in the Hereafter is
something everyone knows. So, included therein are all people of Paradise.
Apart from that, in terms of relevant prevailing conditions, we
have yet another difficulty on our hands. Observations in the world of
our experience bear out that - not to mention the Auliya' of Allah even the Prophets of Allah, may peace be on them, are not secure from
fear and grief in this mortal world. In fact, their fear of and humbleness before Allah is far more pronounced as compared to others. It was
~;?%I& &I&- (Among Our servants only
said in the Qur'an: I
those who have knowledge (really) fear Allah - 35:28). At another place,
the emotional state of the righteous and the men of Allah has been de,.,> *,
,* ,3
scribed in the following words: $22 & +;-+ID 4! /,?l ' 2 +
s:
sill;5.
',
(And those who are fearful of the punishLent of their Lord - indeed,
the punishment of their Lord is not to be unfearful of - 70:27) that is,
no one can sit home comfortably in the knowledge that it is due to
come.

c!

f,

This is borne by facts as well as it appears in a Hadith of Shama'il
al-Tirmidhi: 'The Holy Prophet +, +JJI would more than often
look concerned and pensive'. And he himself said, 'I fear Allah more
than all of you.'
There are countless events relating to Sayyidna A b i Bakr, Sayyidna 'Umar -1
p e ; ~JJI dJand the rest of the Sahabah, the Tabi'in and
the wide spectrum of the men of Allah which tell us how intensely they
grieved and how genuinely they feared what would happen to them in
the Hereafter.
-

Therefore, 'Allamah 'AlGsi has said in RGh al-Ma'ani: That the Auliya' Allah are protected against fear and grief in the mortal world has
to be seen in terms of what usually happens here. There are things
worldly people generally fear or grieve about most of the time. They
are chronically addicted to their mundane agenda of life. They have to

have convenience, comfort, wealth and recognition. The slightest
shortfall in any of these makes them nervous as if they were going to
die without that. The fear of a minor discomfort or anxiety drives them
crazy and they will go about finding ways and means to get rid of such
irritants. The station of the Auliyii', friends or men of Allah is way
higher. In their sight, convenience, comfort, wealth and recognition
one surrounds himself with in this transitory world are not worth
their while that they go about acquiring these. Nor do they care much
about the anxieties of the mundane and see no need to beef up their
defenses against these. Their life style admits of nothing but the recognition of His greatness and love for Him. So overshadowed they are
with the fear of Allah and their humbleness before Him that they just
have no use for worldly sorrow and comfort or profit and loss.
Now we can go to the matter of the definition of Auliyii' Allah and
the marks of their identification. The word: + uI, (Auliyz) is the plural
form of: J, (waliyy, commonly rendered as the simpler: wali; which bypasses the need to render the doubling of the y Z sound a t the end
shown by the addition of a b', or two, as purists would prefer to do).
The word: J, (waliyy) is used in the Arabic language in the dual sense
of 'near' as well as 'friend' or someone held 'dear.' The common degree
of nearness and love as related to Allah Ta'iila is such as would not
leave any living entity, human or non-human, exempt from it. If this
element of nearness were not there, nothing would have come into being in this universe. The real justification for the existence of this entire universe is that particular interrelationship which it has been allowed to have by Allah in His absolute majesty. Though, no one has
understood the reality of this interrelationship, nor is it possible to do
so, but that a non-definable interrelationship does exist is certain.
However, this degree is not what is actually meant in the term: Auliya'
Allah. In fact, there is yet another degree of friendship, love and nearness that is specific to particular servants of Allah Ta'iila. This is
known as nearness in love. Those who are blessed with this nearness
are called the Auliy2Allah. This has been succinctly articulated in a
QudsiHadith where Allah Ta'iila says, 'My servant keeps earning My
- nearness through voluntary acts of worship (nap 'ibadat) until I too
turn to him in love and when I love him, I become his ear - whatever
he hears, he hears through Me. I become his eye - whatever he sees,
he sees through Me. I become his hands and feet - whatever he does,

he does through Me.' In short, it means that virtually nothing issues
forth from such a person against the pleasure of his Lord.
The degrees of this unique Wilgyah (station of nearness or friendship) are endless. Its highest degree is for the blessed prophets because every prophet has to be, of necessity, a Waliyy of Allah. In this
degree, the highest station belongs to the foremost among prophets,
Sayyidna Muhammad al-Mustafz +, Ljs ~ J &.
I
Then, the lowest degree
of this WilZyah, in the terminology of the noble Sufis, is known as the
degree of Fana' (self-elimination: I am nothing - He is everything). It
makes the heart of man become so engrossed in the thought of Allah
Ta'ala that it would not allow any love rooted in this world to overcome
it. When such a person loves, he loves for the sake of Allah. When he
hates, he hates for the sake of Allah. His own person plays no part in
this love and hate cycle, the inevitable outcome of which is that he
keeps busy in his quest for the pleasure of Allah Ta'ala both outwardly
and inwardly. This style of living makes him avoid everything which is
not liked in the sight of Allah Ta'ala. The sign of this state of existence
is abundance of Dhikr and constancy in obedience - in other words, to
remember Allah Ta'ala abundantly and profusely, and to obey His injunctions always, and under all conditions and circumstances. When
these two attributes are present in a person, he is called a Waliyy of
Allah. Whoever does not have any one of the two is not included in
that category. Then, whoever has both, there is no limit to his ranks,
lower and higher. It is in terms of these degrees that the ranks of Auliya' Allah precede or succeed each other.
On the authority of a narration from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah JJI
L ~ S ,it has been reported in a Hadith that the Holy Prophet
Ljs &I &
was asked as to who were the p-eople meant by 'AuliyZ Allah' in this
verse? He said, 'those who love each other only for Allah - without
having any worldly interest in between.' (Mazhari, quoted from Ibn Marduwayh). It is obvious that this condition can apply only to those who have
been mentioned above.
*J

+,

At this stage, we have another question before us: What is the
method of acquiring this degree of WilZyah (nearness to Allah)?
Respected commentator, Qadi Thana'ullah Panipati has said in Tafsir Mazhari: Individuals from the Muslim Ummah could acquire this
degree of Wilayah only through the company of the Holy Prophet &

+, & dl. It is from here that the profound relationship with Allah,
which was part of the blessed persona of the Holy Prophet

r j s &I&
,

+,, is partly passed on to the Auliy2 of the Ummah, of course, depending on their ambition and capacity for whatever portion from it falls to
their lot. Then, we know that this benefit of companionship was available to the Sahabah without anyone being in between. Therefore, the
degree of their Wilayah was higher than that of all Auliya' and aqtzb
(plural of qu@, literally axis, meaning a man of Allah who stays a t one
place, as in Suf; orders). Later people derive this benefit through one or
more intermediaries. The more the intermediaries, the more pronounced becomes the difference. Only those who are colored with the
4 dl
color of the word, deed and message of the Holy Prophet
and follow his Sunnah, in all love and obedience, can become such a n
intermediary. Going to them, frequenting their company with the added practice of listening to their good counsel, remaining obedient and
remembering Allah abundantly - this is the blueprint of attaining the
degree of Wilayah. It is made of three parts. One: Being in the company of a Waliyy of Allah. Two: Remaining obedient to his good counsel.
Three: Remembering Allah abundantly (Dhikrullgh) - with the condition that this abundance (and nature) of Dhikr must be in accordance
with the masnun method. The reason is that Dhikr, when frequent and
sincere, adds to the luster of the mirror of the heart and it becomes
worthy of receiving reflections from the light of Wiliiyah. It appears in
Hadith that everything has a method of furbishing it. Dhikrullah furbishes the heart. The same thing has been reported by al-Baihaqi as
based on a narration from Sayyidna Ibn 'Umar &I &>. (Mqhari)

+,

LC

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud L;S &I
said that a person asked
'what would you say about a person
the Holy Prophet +, 6 &IA:
who loves someone spiritually noble but is unable to reach up to his
i;.: that is, 'everyone
level in terms of his own deeds?' He said: gi;: p
shall be with one he loves'. This tells us that the love and company of
the Auliya' Allah is a source of acquiring Wilayah (nearness to Allah).
Al-Baihaqi (in Shu'ab al-'Iman) has reported that the Holy Prophet
+, +L &Isaid to Sayyidnii Razin LG &Ip,:'I tell you about a principle
of Faith. With it you can attain success in Dunyaand a h i r a h : Take to
the company of ah1 adh-Dhikr (people who remember Allah) as indispensable, and &hen you are alone, move your tongue with the Dhikr of
Allah, as much as you can. Whoever you love, do it for Allah. Whoever
&J

you hate, do it for Allah. (Mazhari)
But, in order to be beneficial, this 'company' has to be of those who
are, in themselves, the Waliyy of Allah and staunch followers of Sunnah. Those who do not observe and follow the Sunnah of the Holy
s
(and do not demonstrate by their word and deed
Prophet +, ~ j &I
that they are operating under it) are themselves deprived of the essential degree of WilZyah. It does not matter if many a contra-habitual
wonders (kashf and kargmiit) issue forth from them. They will still be
considered deprived. However, if someone is a Waliyy in terms of the
stated attributes - even though, nothing of the sort has ever issued
forth from him - he is a Waliyy of Allah. (Mazhari)
Now we come to the last point. What are the signs of the Auliya'
Allah? How can they be identified? A Qudsi Hadith referred to in Tafsir
Mazhari points out in this direction. Allah Ta'ala said: 'From among
My servants, My AuliyZ' are those who are remembered when I am
remembered and when they are remembered I am remembered.'
According to a narration from Sayyidah Asma' bint Yazid reported in
Ibn Majah, the Holy Prophet
+JJI & gave the identity of Auliya'
(those who, when one sees them,
Allah by saying: &I;s(1;2'j'l$$$;
remind of Allah).

+,

In short, there is someone by sitting in whose company one gets
the taufTq of remembering Allah (Dhikr), and relief from worldly concerns, then, this is a sign of his being a Waliyy of Allah.
It has been said in Tafsir Mazhari: There is a prevailing assumption among masses that things like getting to know what is hidden
(kashf), doing some extra-ordinary things (kariGmah) or claiming to be
aware of what is al-Ghayb (Unseen) are signs of someone being among
the Auliya' of Allah. This is nothing but error and self-deception. There
are thousands of AuliyG' who are not credited with anything like this,
that could be termed as authentically proved while, in sharp contrast,
reports of things otherwise hidden and unseen are accredited to those
whose very basic 'TmG (belief) is not correct!
It was said in the last verse (64) that, for the friends of Allah, there
is the good news in the worldly life and in the Hereafter. As for the
good news of the Hereafter, it will come a t the time of death when the

spirit of the deceased will be taken to Allah. At that time, he will hear
the good news of Paradise being for him. Then, on the day of Qiygmah,
when he rises from his grave, he will receive the good news of being
welcome to Paradise. This is similar to what a l - T a b a r d has reported
from SayyidnZ Ibn 'Umar 4;c JJl A>. He narrates that the Holy Prophet
p", 4 YI & said: 'People who recite: &I $!l~$(lZil&a'illall&: There is
no god but Allah) will not experience any fright a t the time of death,
nor inside the grave, nor a t the time they rise from it. This is as if my
eyes are seeing the scenario of that time when these people will, shakJ ~ '
z & y,,)/
ing the dust off, rise from their graves, saying: 231&&I J$ 9 ~
(Praised is Allah who has removed from us [all] grief - 35:34)'

+, +

As for the good news in this world, the Holy Prophet
YI &
said, '(they are) the true dreams one sees himself or are seen by someone else with him in it and, in which, there is good news for them.
(Reported by a l - B u k h Z from Sayyidns AbG Hurairah L;S JJIdJ).

Another bashGrah (good news) of this world unfolds in the form
that Muslims a t large love someone and take him to be good without
any personal motive or interest. About it, the Holy Prophet Ljc JJI
said: p$~
,& &G $ that is, 'being taken as good and praiseworthy
,'
is, for a true Muslim, good news in ready cash.' (Muslim and al-Baghawi)

+,

Verses 65 - 66

And what they say should not make you grieve. Surely,
all power belongs to Allah. He is All-Hearing,All Knowing. [651
Listen, to Allah belong all those in the heavens and all
those on the earth. And what do follow those who invoke associate-gods other than Allah? They follow
nothing but whims and do nothing but make conjectures. [661

~

563

Surah Ycnus : 10 : 71 - 73
Verses 67 - 70

F

He is the One who made for you the night, so that you
may have rest in it, and (made) the day to see. Indeed,
there are signs therein for a people who listen. [671
They say, "Allah has got a son." Pure is He. He is SelfSufficient. To Him belongs what is in the heavens and
what is in the earth. You have no proof for it. Do you allege about Allah what you do not know? [681
Say: Those who fabricate against Allah shall not
prosper. [69] A little enjoyment in this world then, to Us
is their return, then, We shall make them taste the severe punishment, because they used to disbelieve. 1701

Verses 71 - 73

f vr) &;dl
/

.'Y'

'

And recite to them the story of Nuh, when he said to his
people, "0my people, if it is hard on you that I stay
(with you) and give (you) advice through the signs of
Allah, then, in Allah I place my trust. So, decide your
matter along with your partners, then, your design
should not be a matter of regret to you, then carry it
out against me and give me no respite. [71] So, if you
turn away, then, I have asked for no reward from you.
My reward is with none except Allah, and I have been
commanded to be among those who submit!' [721
Then they belied him, and We saved him and those
with him in the Ark and made them the successors and
drowned those who belied Our signs. So look how was
the fate of those who were warned. [731

Verse 74

Then, after him, We sent messengers to their peoples,
and they came to them with clear signs, but they were
not to believe in what they had belied earlier. This is
how We seal the hearts of the transgressors. [741

Verses 75 - 82

Then, after them, We sent MZsZ and Harun with Our
signs to Pharaoh and his group, but they showed arrogance. And they surely were a guilty people. [751
So, when Truth came to them from Us, they said, "It is
certainly a clear magic." [761 MZsi said, "Do you say
(this) about the Truth when it came to you? Is this magic, while the magicians do not succeed?" [771
They said, "Have you come to us that you may turn us
from what we found our fathers on, and that you both
have supremacy on earth? We are not going to believe
in you!' [781
And the Pharaoh said, "Bring to me every knowledgeable magician." C791
So, when the magicians came, MZsE said to them,
"Throw what you have to throw." LBO]
So, when they threw, MisZ said, "What you have come
up with is magic. Allah will certainly nullify it. It is
sure that Allah does not let sustain the work of the mischief-makers. [811 And Allah establishes the truth
through His words, even though the guilty may dislike
it. [821

Verses 83 - 86

Then, except an offspring of his people, no one believed
in MisZ for the fear of Pharaoh and his group, lest he

Shrah Yhnus : 10: 87 - 91
should prosecute them. And the Pharaoh was highhanded in the land and he was of those who crossed all
limits. [831
And M i s i said, " 0 my people, if you have believed in
Allah, then, in Him put your trust if you are obedient."
[841 So, they said, "In Allah we have put our trust: Our
Lord, do not make us a victim of the unjust people, [851
and save us, through Your mercy, from the disbelieving
people." [861

Verses 87 - 91

And We revealed to Misa and his brother: "Have houses
for your people in Egypt and make your houses worship oriented, and establish $alKh, and give good tidings to the believers." [871
And Muss said, "Our Lord, You have given Pharaoh and
his group glamour and riches in the worldly life, so
that, our Lord, they mislead (people) from Your path.
Our Lord, obliterate their riches and harden their
hearts, so that they may not come to believe until they
witness the painful punishment." [881

566

Allah said, "The prayer of you both has been granted,
so stand firm and never follow the way of those who do
not know." [891
And We made the children of Isra'il cross the sea. So,
Pharaoh and his troops chased them in transgression
and hostility, until when he was about to drown, he
said, "I believe that there is no god but the One in
whom the children of Isra'il believe, and I am among
those who submit." [go] Is it Now (that you come to believe) while you were rebellious before and you were
among the mischief-makers? [911

Commentary

Mentioned in the verses appearing immediately above, there are
some circumstantial details along with their corresponding injunctions
Lsj, and the
as they relate to Sayyidna Miss and Sayyidna Harun
children of IsrZ'il and the people of the Pharaoh. The first verse (87)
carries an injunction pertaining to a particular event. Bani; Isra'il (the
children of Isra'il) who observed the religious law of Sayyidna Muss
used to perform their prayers only in their synagogues as customary.
Then, the past communities were also bound by this injunction. Their
prayers were not valid if performed in their homes. The Muslim Ummah was the special recipient of the convenience that they could, if
needed, perform their prayers everywhere as they wished. In a Hadith
of Sahih Muslim, the Holy Prophet
& &I
has, out of his six singularities, given one as, 'the whole earth has been made a masjid for
me.' It means that Salah performed anywhere remains valid. However,
it is something else that the performing of obligatory prayers in congregation only in masjids has been declared as an emphasized Sunnah. Then, saying nafZ prayers inside homes is better. This was the
usual practice of the Holy Prophet +, Ljt &I A. He would say only the
Fard Salah in the Masjid then go home and say his sunnahs and nafls
there. As for the Bani Isra'il, they were bound to offer their prayers
only in their synagogues in obedience to their religious laws. Realizing
this, the Pharaoh who used to oppress them in all sorts of ways had all
synagogues demolished so that they could be deprived of offering their
prayers in accordance with their religious laws. Thereupon, Allah
Ta'ala sent to the two prophets of Ban: IsrZ'il, SayyidnZ MusZ and HZrun ?WI-,
may peace be on them both, the injunction mentioned in

+,

verse 87. It was said there that new houses should be built in Egypt
for Bani Isra'il and that their orientation should be towards the Qiblah
so that prayers could be offered in those very residential houses.
This tells us that the religious law of past communities demanded
that prayers should be qffered in houses of worship specifically built
for this purpose. But it was because of a particular incident that the
Bani Isra'il were temporarily allowed to offer their prayers at home
and, for this purpose, they were to have houses oriented towards the
Qiblah. And it can also be said that even at this time of emergency
they were allowed to offer their prayers in particular houses that were
oriented towards the Qiblah. Praying in common homes and public
places was still not permitted even a t that time. It was unlike the
Muslim community that has the convenience of offering their prayers
anywhere, be it a city or wilderness. (R6h al-Ma'Zni)
It will be good to answer another question a t this point. In this
verse, the Bani Isra'il have been commanded to orient themselves towards the Qiblah. Which Qiblah is this? The Ka'bah or the Baytu 'lMaqdis? Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas u &I
says, 'it means the
Ka'bah and the Ka'bah alone was the Qiblah of Sayyidna Miss rUYll 4
and his people.' (al-Qurtubi and RGh al-Ma'anI) In fact, some religious scholars say that the real Qiblah of all past prophets was no other but the
Ka'bah.
As for the Hadith where it is said that the Jews turn their faces towards the Sakhrah (the Rock) of Baytu 'l-Maqdis during their prayers,
it will be applied to the time when Sayyidna Musa ?XJI & left Egypt
and headed towards Baytu 'l-Maqdis. This is not contrary to his Qiblah being the Baytullah during the period of his stay in Egypt.
It is also proved from this verse that the condition of facing towards the Qiblah was operative also during the period of past prophets. Similarly, it also stands proved from authentic reports that purity
( b h z r a h ) and body cover (satr al-'aurah) were conditions of Salah even
in the religious laws of all past prophets.
Since the very purpose of making houses Qiblah oriented was to
pray in there, therefore, by giving the command: 'Establish Salah' IS^
<@I) after that, the instruction given was: If the Pharaoh stops you
from making prayers in places reserved for worship, prayers do not

stand dropped. Make these in your homes.
At the end of the verse, Sayyidna MGsa ?K-'I
r-js has been asked to
convey the good news to believers that their mission will be successful.
They will overpower the enemy and they will go to Paradise in the
Hereafter. ( R i h al-Ma'Zn';)
It will be noted that, a t the beginning of the verse, Sayyidna M i s s
and Harun ?UI L& may peace be upon them both, were addressed in
the dual form because they both were charged with the responsibility
of having houses made Qiblah oriented and allowing occupants to pray
in there. After that, by using the plural form which included all Bani
IsrZ'il, command was given to establish SalZh - because, this law included all, the prophet and his community. At the end, the command
- to convey the good news was given particularly to Sayyidna Musa - because, it was he, a s the law-giving prophet, who had the right to give
out the good news of Paradise.
Mentioned in the second verse (881, there is a curse which Sayyidna
Muss ?K-~I i-j, invoked after having lost all hopes of reforming the people of the Pharaoh. At its beginning, he submitted before his Lord t h a t
He had given the Pharaoh and his group glamour and riches in their
worldly life (mines of gold, silver and precious stones in Egypt and
Ethiopia - al-Qurtubi). As a result, they misled people from His way. Because, common-people, when they looked a t their bulging affluence,
they started doubting - had they been in error, why would they have
been so blessed? Again, because common-people were unable to see
through the reality that material affluence without good deeds cannot
be the sign of a person being right and true. It was only after having
been disappointed with his efforts to correct the people of the Pharaoh,
and having realized the danger it posed for other people who were being misled by the glamour and wealth of the Pharaoh's group that he
invoked the curse: +!I$($
$1
&(Our Lord, obliterate their riches).
,I

According to the statement of Sayyidna Qatadah d l -, , such was
the effect of this invocation that all gold, precious coins, stones, land
produce belonging to Pharaoh's people were transformed into bland
rocks. In a bag found during the period of the pious Khalifah Sayyidna
there were things dating back to the
'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz dl ->
time of the Pharaoh. Seen in it, there were eggs and almonds of solid
rock.

Leading commentators say that Allah Ta'ZlZ had turned all fruits,
vegetables and grains they had into rocks. This is among the nine gyZt
(signs or miracles) mentioned in the Qur'Zn as in: -GI's; &;.' G~'5f
(and We gave MGsZ [Moses] nine clear signs - 17:lOl).
The second curse invoked by Sayyidna Muss r)LII r-js for them ap,<.'
{ZI; (and harden their
pears in the words: ?>I,' +IAI
I ,.L, ~$9 7 9 $ + 3a,$
hearts, so that [they are deprived of the very ability to receive any
good and] they may not come to believe until they witness the painful
punishment - 88).
J,,

The invocation of this curse obviously appears to be something far
out as coming through the speech of an apostle or prophet, because the
sole mission of a prophet's life is nothing but to invite people to believe
and act right and make efforts towards that end.
But, in terms of the hard facts of the situation here, SayyidnZ
Musa
& has already made whatever efforts he could. He was totally disappointed. Now he wanted that they better learn through the
punishment for their deeds. In doing so, it was probable that these
people, once they see the punishment coming, may make a confession
and declare that they now believed, whereby the punishment could
stand warded off. Therefore, what became the cause of this invocation
from him was his hatred for kufr (disbelief, infidelity). This is similar
to what happened to the Pharaoh. When he started to announce his
belief a t the time he was drowning, the angel, Jibra'il shut his mouth
lest Divine mercy turns to him and he stands delivered from the punishment.
- -

In the third verse (89), it was said that the prayer of Sayyidna
- - Musa ?UI & has been accepted. But, by taking Sayyidna H a r u n r u l ~ j c
as associated with the act of prayer, the actual address was made in
the words: k 9- 93 >3Z1- ? * 9 5 (The prayer of you both has been granted).
- There was a reason for it. When Sayyidna Musa +tI
& was making
- - this prayer, Sayyidna Harun ?-I
L~C
kept saying Amin (Amen). This
tells us that the saying of Amin (so be it) is also a part of the prayer itself. And since the masn i n method of du'a or prayer given in the Holy
Qur'Zn is that of making it in a lowered voice, the saying of A'mfn too in
a lowered mode seems to be preferable.
-

As for the acceptance of prayer, the information was given to the

two prophets a s it appears in this verse. But, even they were somewhat tested in that the effect of the prayer, according to al-Baghawi,
unfolded after forty years. For this reason, soon after the mention of
the acceptance of their prayer in this verse, they both were given the
$; w
i(SO stand firm, and never follow
instruction: ;Gii $;'I Jf:
the way of those who do not know). I t means that they should go on
carrying the mission of calling people to the true faith and do not get
embarrassed, disappointed or hasty like the ignorant when the effects
of the acceptance of some prayer takes its due time.
Mentioned in the fourth verse (90) was the famous miracle of Sayyidna MisZ ~ K J I4 - the crossing of the sea and the drowning of Pharaoh. There it was said:

Until when he was about to drown, he said, "I believe that
there is no god but the One in Whom the children of IsrE'Tl believe, and I am among those who submit".

The answer to this appearing in the fifth verse (91) came from Allah
Almighty Himself. It says:

Is it now [that you come to believe] while you were rebellious
before and you were among the mischief-makers?

This proves that the profession of faith exactly a t the time of death
is not legally trustworthy. It is further clarified by the Hadith in which
+.L dl & said, 'Allah Ta'ala keeps accepting the
the Holy Prophet
Taubah (repentance) of a servant until comes the time of the ghargharah of death. (Tirmidhi)

+,

The ghargharah of death means the time the soul or spirit is drawn
out or extracted from the body and it is a time when angels appear
face to face. At that time, life in this world, the home of deeds, is all
over and the laws of the Hereafter come into force. Therefore, nothing
done a t that time is acceptable, neither belief, nor disbelief. Whoever
believes a t such a time will not be called a believer. He will not be
treated a s a believer while shrouding and burying him. This stands
proved from the fate of Pharaoh. There is a consensus that he died a

disbeliever. This is also what the text of the Qur'an says. In case,
someone is reported to have called the belief of the Pharaoh as valid, it
will either be suitably interpreted, otherwise the statement would be
considered false. (RUh al-Ma'Zni)
Similarly, if someone were to utter (God forbid) a word of disbelief
(kufr) in a state when the soul is being drawn out of the body, he will
not be called a hafir (disbeliever). Instead, a Salah of Janazah (Muslim
funeral prayers) will be offered for him and he would be buried like
Muslims, and the word of disbelief uttered by him would be interpreted (in his favor). This finds confirmation in what happened in the case
of some Auliyz' of Allah, specially when that which they uttered bothered people as if what they were uttering was nothing short of kufr
(disbelief). However, when they became conscious and explained, it
gave relief to everyone and they realized that it was nothing but a declaration of true belief.
In short, when the soul is being drawn out and the certain knock of
death is on, that time is not counted in the life one lives in this world.
Nothing done a t that time is valid in terms of the Shari'ah. However,
everything is, if done before that. But, those who see this transition
from one world to the other have to be very cautious. It is possible to
make a mistake in determining the correct situation. Is this the time
of the drawing of the soul from the body (naz'atu 'r-rEh)? Or, is it the
last rattle of death (ghargharatu '1-maut)? Or, is it that which prevails
earlier (usually referred to in English as being in the throes of death
or the agony of death or, uncharitably enough, giving up the ghost)?

Verses 92 - 98

So, today, We shall save your body, so that you may become a sign for those after you. And many of the people
are heedless of Our signs. [921
And surely We gave the children of Isra'il a proper place
to live, and provided them with good things. So they
did not disagree until knowledge came to them. Surely,
Allah will decide between them on the Doomsday,
about what they used to dispute. [931
So, if you are in doubt about what We have sent down
to you, ask those who read the Book (revealed) before
you. Surely, truth has come to you from your Lord, so
never be among those who are suspicious. 194 1
And never be among those who have belied Our signs,
lest you should be among the losers. [951
Surely, those against whom the Word of your Lord
stands settled will not believe, r961 even though every
sign comes to them, unless they witness the painful
punishment. [971
So, how is it that there never was a town which could
have believed and its belief would have been of benefit
to it except the people of YCnus .(Jonah)! When they
came to believe, We removed from them the punishment of humiliation in the worldly life and let them enjoy themselves for some time. [981

Commentary
Addressing Pharaoh i n the first verse (92), it was said t h a t Allah
will take his body out of the waters after he is drowned so t h a t his

body becomes a sign of Divine power, and a lesson for people after
him.
-

- -

It happened when, after having crossed the sea, Sayyidna Musa I_JL
;UI
told Bani Isra'il about the drowning of the Pharaoh, they were so
overawed and subdued by him that they refused to believe the news
and said that the Pharaoh was not drowned. To guide them right and
to teach others a lesson,
Allah Ta'ala had the dead body of Pharaoh
,
thrown ashore by a wave of the sea. Everyone saw it and believed that
he had died and then, this corpse became a sort of moral deterrent for
everyone. After that, it is not known a s to what happened to this
corpse ultimately. The place where the dead body of the Pharaoh was
found is still known a s the mount of Pharaoh.
Some time back, newspaper reports indicated that the dead body of
Pharaoh was found intact and was seen by the public a t large and that
it was deposited safely in the Cairo Museum. But, it cannot be said
with certainty that this is the same Pharaoh who confronted Sayyidna
Musa ? ~ W AI+, or is some other Pharaoh because names of Pharaohs
differ. Every ruler of Egypt in that period of history had the title of
Pharaoh.
But, no wonder, the Divine power had thrown a drowned dead
body ashore. Very similarly, it may have kept it even preserved
against spoilage so t h a t it could become a lesson for future generations. And it may still be there! (However it remains essential to learn
a lesson from it a s compared to becoming excited about its discovery as
a n archeological triumph).
At the end of the verse, it was said that many people pay no heed
to the verses and signs of Allah. They do not ponder over them and fail
to learn their essential lesson in living a better life. Otherwise, signs
abound. They are everywhere, in every particle of this universe. A look
a t them would help one recognize Allah and His perfect power.
The second verse (93) brings the future of a people bulldozed in disgrace by the Pharaoh into sharp focus making it stand out against the
evil end of the tyrant. It was said t h a t Allah gave the Bani Isra'il a
good place to live. They had the whole country of Egypt for themselves.

Then, they were given the holy lands of Jordan and Palestine which
Allah Ta'ala had assigned to Sayyidna Ibrahim r~~ 4,and his progeny a s their inheritance. A good place to live has been termed as:;& +,I
(translated as: 'a proper place to live') in the Qur'in. The word: j
u
(sidq) a t this place means good and proper. The sense is that they were
given a place to live t h a t was suitable and proper for them in every
way. Then it was said t h a t Allah gave them their sustenance in the
form of Halal and pure things so much so t h a t they had the best of
everything.
Towards the end of the verse, once again, their penchant for crookedness and evil doing h a s been mentioned. Among them too, there
were many who, soon after having power, failed to appreciate the
blessings of Allah and went about disobeying Him. They recited the
Torah and they knew the signs and marks of the Holy Prophet dl &
+, + mentioned there. This awareness demanded t h a t they should
have been the first to believe in him a s soon a s he came. But, how
strange t h a t these very people believed in the coming of the last
before he actuprophet, Sayyidni Muhammad al-Mustafi +, cjs JJI
ally came. They would tell people about the signs he would have and
the time he would come. They would even use the w a d a h (medium) of
the last prophet in their prayers. But, when the last prophet came
with a whole array of evidences of his veracity, and the signs identified
in the Torah, these people started disputing among themselves. Some
of them believed while the rest refused to do so. In this verse, the coming of the Holy Prophet +,&A &I& has been expressed by saying: $3
1$ '
(knowledge came to them). Here, + ('ilm) could also denote certitude. In t h a t case, it would mean that once the causes of observation
and certitude converged together, these people started disputing.
Some commentators have said t h a t + ('ilm: knowledge) a t this
(ma'lum: known), t h a t is, when the blessed person
place denotes
who was already known through the prophesies of the Torah came before them face to face, they started disputing the truth.
At the end of the verse, it was said that Allah Ta'ali will give His
verdict about what they used to dispute, on the day of Qiyamah. Truth
will then become distinct from falsehood and the upholders of t r u t h

will be sent to Paradise while the practitioners of falsehood, to Hell.
In the third verse (941, the address is obviously to the Holy Prophet
+, & 1111 A.But, it goes without saying that there is no probability of
his doubting the revelation. Therefore, the purpose is to beam the message to the Muslim community through this address where he is not
the intended recipient. Then, it is also possible that this address may
be to human beings a t large asking them if they had any doubts about
the Divine revelation sent to them through Sayyidna Muhammad alMustafg p ~ ~, j &I
c A.
If they had, let them ask those who recited the
Torah and I n ~ ibefore
l
them. They would tell them that all past prophets and their Books have been announcing the glad tidings of the Last
among Prophets. This will remove their scruples and suspicions.
According to Tafsir Mazhari, this verse tells us that anyone in
doubt about some religious matter is duty-bound to have his doubts removed by asking genuine 'Ulama7 (religious scholars whose learning,
honesty and adherence to Qur'an, and Sunnah is well recognized, popularly referred to a s ' U l a m 2 al-Haqq). To continue nursing such
doubts is not a good thing to do.
In the fourth (951, fifth (96) and sixth (97) verses, the same subject
finds support and emphasis while carrying a warning to those who are
heedless.
In the seventh verse (98), the heedless deniers of truth have been
admonished for their failure to make the optimum use of the time of
life allowed to them. There was still time for them to leave denial and
contumacy. Otherwise, an ominous time was due to come when they
will make Taubah but their Taubah will not be accepted. They will say
that they believed but their belief will not be welcome. And that time
will be the time when the punishment of the Hereafter will appear
right before their eyes a t the time of death. It was in this connection
that a n event relating to Sayyidna YGnus ?XJI +L and his people was
mentioned - that has good counsels and great lessons in it.
It has been asked in this verse that the people who denied truth
could have :elieved a t a time when their believing would have been of
benefit to them. It means that there was no use for it a t the hour of

death, or the punishment, or after being neck deep in it, or at the time
Doomsday sets in for the doors of repentance will then be closed and
no repentance or belief from anyone will be acceptable. Now that they
still had the time, they could put their contumacy aside and become
believers very much like the people of Prophet Yunus r'WI"j, did.
When they, much before the worse happened, saw the Divine punishment coming, they lost no time, repented and believed. For this reason, Allah Ta'alZ removed the painful punishment from them.
The gist of the tafsi;. given above is that the door of Taubah does
not close even when the worldly punishment comes face to face. However, Taubah is not accepted at the time the punishment of the Hereafter comes face to face. As for the coming of the punishment of the
Hereafter face to face, it would either be on the day of Qiyamah or a t
the time of death, whether it is natural death or death as a victim of
some worldly punishment as was the case with the Pharaoh.
Therefore, the acceptance of the Taubah of the people of Sayyidna
YGnus r~~ +kis not contrary to the Divine law. In fact, it falls under it
because they, no doubt, made their Taubah when they saw the punishment coming, but they certainly did so before the punishment overtook
them, and did it before death too. This is contrary to what the Pharaoh
and others did. They did their Taubah only after the punishment had
overtaken them, and did that at the time of the last rattle of death,
saying that they believed. Therefore, their believing was not valid and
trustworthy and the Taubah they made was not accepted.

A precedent of the event relating to the people of Sayyidna Yunus
r
U
l
+LC
is the event relating to Bani Isra'il which finds mention in the
Holy Qur7anitself. In this event, the mount of TGr was left dangling
over their heads so that they were scared enough to repent. They repented and their Taubah was accepted. This appears in SLrah alBaqarah where it was said:

And raised high above you t h e (Mount of) TLr: "Hold fast to
what We have given to you" - 2:63

The reason was that they had, much before the punishment mate-

rialized and death overtook them, repented simply by noticing the imminent danger of punishment. Similarly, when the people of Sayyidna
Yunus ?)LJI+ saw the punishment coming, they sincerely wept and
wailed and repented details of which will appear a little later. So, the
acceptance of this Taubah is not counter to the Divine law stated
above. (Qurtubi)
At this stage, some contemporaries have made a grave error. They
attribute shortcomings to Sayyidna Yunus , . x j l L.L. in the discharge of
his duties as a prophet. They declare that the cause of the removal of
punishment from the people was the failing of the prophet and that
this very failing was the cause of Divine displeasure which is men- tioned in Surah al-Anbiya' and Surah As-Saffat. Their words are as given below:
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"By considering the hints of the Qur'an and the details of the
book of Jonah, a t least this much becomes clear t h a t some
~,
shortcomings had issued forth from Hadrat YEnus r u6
peace be on him, in the performance of his duty a s a prophet.
And, most probably, becoming impatient, he had abandoned
his permanent station before time. Therefore, having seen the

signs of punishment, the Assyrians repented and sought forgveness, then Allah Ta'ala forgave them. Out of the principles
and universals of Divine Law described in the Qur'an, there is
this standing article as well - that Allah Ta'Zla does not punish a people until He establishes His argument against them
conclusively. So, when the prophet went about falling short in
doing his duty a s a prophet and, on his own, vacated his station (of duty) before the time determined by Allah, then, the
justice of Allah Ta'Zla did not bear by punishing those people."
( ~ a f h i m u l - ~ u r ' a by
n ' Maulan; MawdGdi, p. 321, volume 2, published
1964)

The first thing to look a t here is that the prophets, peace be upon
them all, are protected from sins (ma'sim).This is an uncontested belief on which there is a consensus of the Muslim Ummah. In its details, some partial differences do exist, for instance, is this protection
('ismah)from all kinds of minor sins (saghikah),or from the major ones
(kabTrah)only, and whether or not this protection ('ismah)includes the
period of time before being inducted as a prophet? But, no difference
exists among any individuals or groups in the belief that the blessed
prophets, all of them, can never fall short in carrying out their duty as
1. Ordinary changes have been made, without any prior public announcement of withdrawal from these remarks, in the later editions of Tafhimul-Qur'an, that is, the
&I,I
~JL, cktj " : 'shortcomings in the performance of duty as a
words: ''>c;;;
prophet,' are not there in the new text. But, the following observations are still
29,
d,* . . . . 2 2 C-, ": When the prophet did not continue the mission of
there: "&giving good counsel to those people up to the last moment of the respite given to
them and, before the time determined by Allah, he himself, in a self-serving way,
migrated out and away, then, the justice of Allah Ta'Zla did not bear by punishing
his people, because the legal conditions of a conclusive argument against them had
yet to be fulfilled." Thus, despite the change in the text of the Tafhimul-Qur'an, the
comment of Ma'ariful-Qur'an stands as is. - Id&-atul-Ma'arif, publishers, October1
1991.

,
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2. Apart from the religious aspects of the observations quoted above which have been
dealt with in the Commentary of this Tafsir, the language used to convey these has
contributed significantly in making the observations acidly vulnerable. For example,
and
z; I,[$ (gawiirii
the use of verbs towards the end: @J ( k a r gays), @ 0 (hat
na hiy;) are hot action words in the present context. When used for a prophet, they
are terrible. When attributed to God, like the last one, they are presumptuous. The
liberty taken through language is difficult to transplant in translation. By ignoring
it, the translator turns traitor. So, the translator has made the extra effort to stay
within functional limits and render the text as it is. Since, the Urdu original has
been reproduced here, discerning readers who read it should have no problem in
making their independent judgement about the rendering - Tr.

prophets. The reason is that there could be no greater sin for prophets
than that they themselves fall short in taking care of the mission for
which Allah Ta'ala had chosen them. This is an open breach of trust in
assigned duty, something beyond even ordinary nice people anywhere.
If a prophet does not stand protected (ma'sGm) even from this shortcoming, then, there is no use for protection from other sins.
If there were something somewhere even in the Qur'an, and Hadith, seemingly contrary to the established principles of Qur'an, and
Sunnah, and the collective Muslim belief in prophets being protected
from sins, it would have been necessary to interpret it in a way that
would not have left it discordant and different from the absolutely
proven principles of Qur'an, and HadTth.
But, things are strange here. What the learned author has presented with reference to 'Qur'anic hints and details of the book of Jonah'
may possibly be in the book of Jonah, and so be it, being something
having no validity in the sight of the people of Islam. As for a 'Qur'anic
hint, there is none, not just one. In fact, what has happened here is
that this presumption has been forced out of a patched pattern of several premises. First of all, it was presumed that the removal of the
s
place conpunishment from the people of Sayyidna YGnus ?)LJI ~ j took
trary to Divine law - which is totally contrary to the context of this
very verse, and equally contrary to the explications of recognized authorities in the field of Tafsir. Along with it, it was also assumed that
Divine law was broken on this occasion because the prophet himself
had failed to fulfill his duty as a prophet. Again, along with that, it
was also assumed that some particular time had been fixed by Allah
Ta'ala when he was supposed to leave the place - and he, much before
this supposedly fixed time, abandoned his duty of calling people to
truth and ran for life!
If seen with the least deliberation and fairness, it will stand proved
that no hint from the Qur'an, or Hadith points out to these assumed
premises.
To consider what precedes in the verse of the Qur'an itself, let us
look a t the words of the verse:

So, how is it that there never was a town which could have be-

lieved and its belief would have been of benefit to it, except
the people of YGnus
.cjc (Jonah)!

The sense, as already clear, is that of regret over the state of inertia prevailing among common residents of habitations around the
world. It is in that spirit that it was said: How would they not become
such a s would have believed a t a time when believing is acceptable
and beneficial? In other words, they could have believed before being
hit by punishment or death, in which case, their believing would have
& were a n exbeen accepted. But, the people of Sayyidna YEnus
ception to this rule, for they, by seeing the signs of punishment, and
much before being hit by the punishment, believed and their believing
and repentance came to be accepted.
This evident sense of the verse is itself telling us that no Divine
law has been broken here, in fact, exactly in accordance with Divine
practice, their faith and repentance have been accepted.
Most commentators - AbG Hayygn, Al-Qurtubi, Al-Zamakhshari,
Qadi Thang'ullah, 'Allamah Alusi and others - have given this very
sense of the verse according to which the acceptance of repentance
~-j,
comes under the customary
from the people of Sayyidna Y b u s +I!
Divine law. The words of Al-Qurtubi appear a s given below:

"Ibn Jubayr says that the punishment had covered them up
like the sheet of cloth on the grave. Then, as their Taubah
turned out to be sound (being before the punishment materialized), Allah Ta'ZlE lifted the punishment from them. And At-

Tabari says that the people of Sayyidna Yinus U.,I
have
been given a special place among all other peoples in that
their Taubah was accepted after they had seen the punishment. And that has been mentioned by a large number of commentators. However, Az-ZajjZj says that the punishment had
not yet fallen on those people. They had only seen the signs
that proved the coming of the punishment. And if they had
seen the very punishment falling upon them, their believing
would have then been no good for them (and their Taubah too
would have not been accepted). Al-Qurtubi says that the statement of Az-Zajjaj is better because the seeing of a punishment
after which Taubah is not accepted means that in which one is
seized - as it happened in the case of Pharaoh. Therefore, in
this very Siirah, the event of the people of SayyidnE Yinus 4
has been taken up immediately after the event relating to
the Pharaoh. (So that the difference becomes clear in that the
belief of the Pharaoh came after having been seized by the
4,
punishment, contrary to the people of Sayyidna Yinus ?%.JI
who came to believe before the punishment actually seized
them). This is confirmed by a saying of the Holy Prophet
+, & dl, 'Allah Ta'ZlZ accepts the Taubah of the servant until
he is rattled by death.' And 'al-ghargharah' (as in the Hadith)
is the rattling sound that comes from the throat and that is
what happens on being seized by death. And the same thing is
evident from the riwayah of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'id d J
L;S JJI in which it has been said that the people of Sayyidna YGnus ?%.JI had repented before the actual falling of the punishment. And Al-Qurtubi says, as based on this explanation,
there remains no difficulty, or contradiction, or particularization (of the people of Sayyidna Yiinus r~~ 4).
J&

As for At-Tabari and other commentators who have deemed this
event to be special to the people of Sayyidna YGnus ?K-l\&, none of
them have said t h a t the reason of this special treatment was the
4.Instead, the honest
'shortcomings' of Sayyidna Y i n u s
repentance of those people and their sincere belief in Divine
knowledge are the kind of reasons that they have given to that end.
And now, when we know that the removal of the punishment from
the people of Sayyidna YGnus ,,)LJI ~ j was
s
just not against the Divine
law, in fact, was exactly in accordance with it, then, the very

foundation of what has been postulated here stands demolished.
Similarly, there is no Qur'anic hint to prove that Sayyidna YGnus
?UI ,&A
once he had given the warning of punishment, broke away
from his people without prior Divine permission. Instead, the context
of verses and reports from Tafsir tell us that things happened here as
they had happened with all past communities, that is, when the
decision was made to send Divine punishment on a people, Allah
Ta'ala would command his Messenger and his companions to leave
that area. This has been clearly mentioned in the Qur'an in connection
with the story of Sayyidna L i t ?UI &. Very similarly, here too, when
this command of Allah was delivered to those people through Sayyidna
YEnus ?XJIcjc - that the punishment will come after three days - then,
the departure of Sayyidna YGnus ?XJIcjc from that area has, obviously
enough, taken place under Divine orders.
Of course, there was a slip from Sayyidna Yinus ?XJIcjc in terms of
the elegant prophetic station he was blessed with. Words of
displeasure about it appear in S h a h al-Anbiya' (21:87,88) and Surah
- as-Saffat (37:139-148) and, as a result of which, came the event of his
staying in the belly of a fish. But, this slip has nothing to do with the
assumed assertion that he fell short in fulfilling his duty as a prophet.
In fact, what actually happened is what has been stated earlier with
reference to authentic Tafsirs. In brief, after Sayyidna Yunus ?UI
had delivered the warning to his people that the punishment will come
after three days as willed by Allah, he left his place and went out.
Later, it was proved that the punishment did not materialize. Now,
Sayyidna Yznus +.tI
+k was worried as to how he would go back to his
people. If he did, they would charge him to be a liar. And the law of
those people required that a proven liar must be killed. Now, this
added the danger of the likely loss of life in returning to his people.
Under such circumstances, he had no way out but to migrate from that
very country. But, the customary practice of the blessed prophets is
that they do not migrate simply on the authority of their personal
opinion - unless the signal to migrate comes from Allah Ta'ala. So, the
slip of Sayyidna Yinus ?UI ~ jwas
, no more than that he boarded a
boat with the intention of migration, before came the permission of
Allah. This was, though no sin in itself, but different from the
customary practice of prophets it was. If we were to ponder over the

words of the verse of the Qur'sn, the slip of Sayyidna Yinus ?K-rI+L
will not turn out to be a shortcoming in the fulfillment of his duty as a
prophet. In fact, it would prove not to be anything else but migration
before permission with the aim of staying safe against the oppression
of his people. The verse of S i r a h a s - S a f f i t is virtually explicit
&I j!$iJ! (when he ran away
regarding this subject. It was said:
, act of boarding a boat with
towards the laden boat - 37:140). ~ & e the
the intention of migration has been expressed through the word: $1
( a b a q a denoting displeasure. It means the running away or fleeing of
a slave without the permission of his master. And in the verse of S i r a h
ss /J
al-Anbiya', it has been said: & j+ 2 $1 & u,G!+ilb5t
i
! ti; (and the
man of the fish, when he left in anger assuming that We shall not keep
him tight - 21247). Here the tenor of speech is that of displeasure over
the act of migration t h a t was resorted to because of natural
apprehension and the desire to stay protected from a hostile people. It
is worth keeping in mind that all this happened after the perfect
fulfillment of the duties of prophethood, only when a return to his
people posed a certain danger to his life. TafsTr R i h al-Ma'ani has
taken up this subject in the following words:
0

(Sayyidna Yunus r%dl+) left his people in anger against
their bitter hostility and adamant infidelity despite that he
had spent a long time as a prophet inviting them to faith. This
journey of his was a kind of migration but he had not yet received the permission for it.

Here, it has been made clear that some shortcoming in carrying
out the prophetic mission was not the cause of Divine displeasure, instead, it was migration before permission that did become its cause which, by itself, was no sin. But, because of being contrary to the customary practice of blessed prophets, it was received with displeasure.
When some 'Ulami sounded the learned contemporary about this error, he chose to report the sayings of many commentators relating to
the TafsTr of S i r a h as-SaffEt, in support of his stand.
Among these - with the exception of some Israelite reports of
Wahb ibn Munabbih and others - not a single report proves his stand,

